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1. Our Erasmus+ teachers
We are going to show you some of our Erasmus+ teachers

By: Carmen y Alexia
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Other Erasmus+ teachers

There are other Erasmus+ teachers like:

● Antonio Javier Alcalá Fernandez teaches economy.
● Santi Rueda Maza teaches french.
● Lourdes Belmonte Sánchez teaches language.



It is opened since 1 October in 1983.
IES Huelin is a public secondary school in the Huelin district of Malaga. It is
a bilingual HS so  we give a lot of importance to English.
We have some subjects in English such as History ,Physics and Chemistry, 
Technology and Music .
The school has an Erasmus plan since 2017 , which promotes the importance 
of recycling, and also carries out some activities such as visiting other schools.
It has courses from 1st ESO to 4th grade, and 1st and 2nd  of
baccalaureate.
It has a vegetable garden , where there are plants such as mint and 
rocket.
In our school we celebrate all the festivities with games and activities,
but because of the covid, we have not been able to do them this year.

Our high school



Education
Huelin has several educational centres at different levelsː.

- Lucerito" Children's Centre·
- Children's Centre "Gugulandia".
- San Patricio" Private Infant Education Centre
- Diocesan Educational Centre "San Patricio".
- Diocesan School "Virgen del Carmen"
- “Eduardo Ocón" Public School
- Secondary Education Institute "Huelin".

Huelin Secondary School has more than 800 students enrolled in the ESO and 
Bachillerato levels. It was built in what used to be a rubble area of an old train repair 
factory called "La Vers", whose name was assigned to the school in the early years, to 
be definitively named after the neighbourhood in which it is located. It was 
inaugurated on 1 October 1983.

The neighbourhood has a public library called "María Zambrano", located next 
to the Huelin market.



HIGH SCHOOL FACILITIES
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By Estrella and Sapna



Classes 
In our high school there are many classes and departments. The classes 

are distributed over the three floors of the building. Currently, there are five 
classes per course on average. Each class can have up to thirty students. 

Most classes consist of a whiteboard and a manual. Each one has five 
windows, which due to the covid, have to be open all day for the ventilation of 
the classrooms. 

                                                                        By: Claudia and Daniela



Departments
In our high school there are also departments of practically all subjects  like 

Maths, French, Economy, Language, Biology, Geography, English, History and 
more. 

The departments are there to be able to do better the management of each 
subject and that each teacher can organize themselves better.

Maths department

History Department

English 
department



Other rooms

THE TEACHERS’ ROOM.

The teachers’ room is an area where all teachers meet when they call 
meetings, etc. Here, we can find teachers on duty when we need it, or if we 
need to call home..

HEAD OF STUDIES.

At the Head of Studies we solve problems by talking to teachers, and we 
take measures to avoid further conflicts.



Other rooms

DIRECTION.

Here we can find the director when we need him, as well as the 
secretaries. 

CONCIERGE.

A small room covered with a glass in which we can find the janitors. We 
also have lost items and if we need we can ask for paper, pins, etc.



Thanks for watching !!!

We hope you liked our presentation, and…

THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION !


